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PARTICIPANTS 

 

24 participants (4 per partner) 

 
 Youth workers, leaders, trainers 

involved in social, entrepreneurship 

and labor fields; 
 

 NEET youth with socio-geographical 
obstacles. 



 

SUMMARY 

The widespread issue of unemployment has been 

investing the whole Europe since several years, 

affecting in particular a generation of bright and 

creative young, full of enthusiasm, with high-level 

education but without any outcome in the labour 

market. Face this challenge is the main aim of  

"Manager of Your Own Destiny", providing innovative 

tools and methods to participants in order to improve 

the youth employability through promotion and 

strengthen of the self-entrepreneurship in the social 

field.  

 

 

OBJECTIVES                                                           

- To develop a broader understanding about the soft 

skills, especially entrepreneurship and ability to 

innovate 

- Introduce and discuss about practical arrangements 

(examples, methods, tools, tips, ...) through which 

youth workers can support young people in creating a 

business 

- Discover and realize how youth entrepreneurship 

initiatives can have a significant impact on local 

communities in terms of active citizenship 

- Increase the interest and the implementation of 

projects under the Erasmus + (in particular Chapter 

Youth) as a way to develop entrepreneurship and 

employability of young people 

- Provide a space for the creation of effective and 

innovative partnerships and projects aimed at 

supporting youth entrepreneurship. 

PARTICIPANTS’ PROFILE 

 

Participants are youth leaders and members 

of organizations, with no age limit, active in 

the youth field with the aim of promoting 

youth entrepreneurship, to pursue 

European integration and to affirm the 

concept of European citizenship. They are 

young people who wish to enrich their 

experiences to motivate the youth 

associations and self-employment; inclined 

to relations with young people from different 

countries and eager to be intercultural 

promoters. 

Participants will be selected by the partner 

organizations on the basis of the application 

form and through an interview in order to 

assess the real needs and experiences. 

Particular attention will be given to the 

background of the participants, the 

relevance of the project for their future use 

and willingness to disseminate and 

effectively apply the tools and methods 

learned during training. 

As the project is based on the active 

participation and exchange of good practice, 

it is preferable that participants have 

experience in this field and have a good 

knowledge of the English language. 

Selection will respect the gender equality. 

At the end of the training all participants will 

receive the Youthpass certificate. 



 

 

  

FINANCIAL CONDITIONS 

 

The travel, accommodation and subsistence costs will 

be funded by Erasmus + Programme. Accommodation, 

food, local transports and all materials of the training 

course will be covered by Futuro Digitale.  

 

TRAVEL EXPENSES 

According to the conditions of the Erasmus + 

programme, participants in a Training Course project 

can have their travel expenses reimbursed within the 

amount given below. The reimbursement covers your 

departure from your home town (residence) to the place 

of activities. You must depart from the country you 

represent.   The reimbursement covers only traveling by 

plane, train and bus. Money paid for taxi cannot be 

reimbursed! Please keep all receipts and invoices with 

you. 

Country Maximum travel reimbursement’s 

amount  for each participant  

UK € 275 

Spain € 275 

Portugal € 360 

Greece € 275 

Czech Republic € 275 

 

HOW TO REACH ROSSANO 

 

The project will take place in Rossano from the 

23/10 until the 27/10 therefore participants 

will have to arrive the 22/10 (before 6:00 

pm) and leave the 28/10. In order to reach 

Rossano we suggest you the following 

solutions in terms of distance: 

 

 Flight to Lamezia – Bus from Lamezia 

airport  to Rossano Scalo 

 Flight to Bari – bus from Bari Largo 

Sorrentino to Rossano Scalo 

 Flight to Naples – bus from Napoli 

Metropark  to Rossano Scalo 

 Flight to Rome – Bus from Roma Tiburtina 

To Rossano Scalo 

 

Bus Companies providing transport service to 

Rossano from the cities mentioned above are: 

  

IAS SCURA (connections from Lamezia 

airport, Bari, Naples and Rome). 

 

SIMET SPA (connections from Bari, Naples 

and Rome) 

 

Once in Rossano Scalo we will come to pick 

you up. 

http://www.iasautolinee.com/cms/index.php
http://www.simetspa.it/portale/


 

 

ACCOMODATION 

Hostels Euro Mediterraneo 

Via Minnicelli 16, 87067 Rossano, Italy show map 

The Hostel is located in the historical centre of Rossano. 

Participants will be staying in multiple rooms shared 

with other participants of the same sex. The hostel will 

provide breakfast, bed sheets and towel. In the hostel 

there is a free Wi-Fi internet connection to use on your 

laptop and/or portable devices. 

 
 

 

PRATICAL ADVICES 

Health care:  for preventive reasons we recommend to 

take with you your European Health insurance card  and 

your own medicines in case you have health problems. 

Some traditional snacks, drinks or food: In order to 

learn as much as possible from each other’s culture, we 

will organize an intercultural evening, where you will 

share some of your local specialties with the other 

participants. 

Representative materials of your sending 

organization: (brochures, CD’s, etc.) and photos from 

your local community. 

Money: the currency in Italy is EURO therefore in case 

in your country is different; do not forget to change it 

before your arrival in Rossano. 

ROSSANO 

Rossano, the “Byzantine” is located on the 

northern Ionian side, overlooking a 

wonderful blue sea. Its uniqueness is to 

include within the territory, both the sea and 

the mountains, as well as one of the most 

beautiful historical centers of Italy. It was 

during the Byzantine rule that were built in 

Rossano the most important buildings like 

the Oratory of St. Mark, the Panaghia, 

Patirion or the magnificient Cathedral with 

the painting of the Madonna "Achiropita" 

(from the greek "not painted by human 

hand"). Rossano is also the city of the 

precious Codex Purpureus, a greek 

illuminated manuscript recognized as World 

Heritage Site by the UNESCO.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rossano 

https://youtu.be/lRa1FA_NVY 

https://www.google.it/maps/place/Via+Luigi+Minnicelli,+16,+87067+Rossano+CS/@39.5765525,16.6334474,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x134084a42eaf4f17:0x6470e521cf278f64!8m2!3d39.5765525!4d16.6356361
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rossano
https://youtu.be/lRa1FA_NVY

